edmunds hq
by the numbers

At Edmunds, we love data as much as we love cars. So here are the stats on our beautiful new Santa Monica #Edquarters.

143,000 square feet of indoor and outdoor workspace

19,000 total area, in square feet, of custom whiteboard walls—half a football field’s worth—to sketch, design and innovate

6,000 pounds of two Corvettes rotating above reception

2,472 total number of Matchbox and Hot Wheels cars that create the Edmunds logo mosaic at our coffee bar

2016 and 1966 — model years of the rotating Corvettes, commemorating Edmunds’ 50th anniversary

1948 year of our iconic Cadillac Fleetwood—now repurposed as a beer tap, coffee stand and DJ booth

1,320 gallons of saltwater in our two fish tanks combined

160 number of fish who call our new fish tanks "home"

150 square feet of outdoor screen—for movie nights in the atrium

130 feet of sliding glass, creating an indoor/outdoor workspace

32 the length, in feet, of our custom stainless steel 2-floor slide

9 minutes it takes Expo Line commuters to walk between our office and LA Metro’s Bergamot station

6 5, 4 – the number of private telephone rooms, meditation rooms and mothers’ lounges, respectively

4 flavors of complimentary frozen yogurt served daily

1 awesome workspace!